The following course and program proposals have been approved by Fiona Lees, Enrolment Services, on behalf of SCTP. Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

**Minor and Moderate Revisions**
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences


- **B.Eng.(Bioresource); Major in Bioresource Engineering** (113 cr.) – complementary courses deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised. *Rationale*: Updating of the program following the Engineering Accreditation exercise.

- **B.Eng.(Bioresource); Honours in Bioresource Engineering** (113 cr.) – required course deleted, required courses added, required credits increased, complementary courses deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. *Rationale*: Updating of the program following the Engineering Accreditation exercise.

B.Eng.(Bioresource); Major in Bioresource Engineering; Professional Agrology (113 cr.) – complementary courses deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised. *Rationale*: Updating of the program following the Engineering Accreditation exercise.

**Faculty of Arts**

- **B.A.; Faculty Program in Environment; Economics and the Earth’s Environment** (54 cr.) – program prerequisites text revised, program prerequisite courses deleted, program prerequisite course added, required course deleted, required course added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added. *Rationale*: Updates to courses, and revisions make prerequisite objective clearer.

**School of Continuing Studies**

- **Certificate in Indigenous Language and Literacy Education** (30 cr.) – title. *Rationale*: To be consistent with current language used throughout McGill and Canada. **SCTP Comments/Corrections**: Indicate in rationale request to retire the existing program with its old title.

- **Certificate in Middle School Education in Indigenous Communities** (30 cr.) – title. *Rationale*: To be consistent with current language used throughout McGill and Canada. **SCTP Comments/Corrections**: Indicate in rationale request to retire the existing program with its old title.

**Faculty of Education**

- **B.Ed. in Secondary English** (120 cr.) – description, required course added, required credits increased, complementary list headings revised, complementary course deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. *Rationale*: Adding more Indigenous content to program.

- **B.Ed. in Secondary Mathematics** (120 cr.) – description, required course added, required credits increased, complementary list headings revised, complementary course deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased, elective credits note revised. *Rationale*: Adding more Indigenous content to program. **ES Comments/Corrections**: Correct “unofficial ‘teachable’ … credits to read “15” credits; should Complementary Mathematics Courses read “24” instead of “27” credits?

- **B.Ed. in Secondary Science and Technology** (120 cr.) – description, required course added, required credits increased, complementary list heading revised, complementary course deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. *Rationale*: Adding more Indigenous content to program. **ES Comments/Corrections**: Adjust “Secondary Science and Technology” credits to read “51”;

- **B.Ed. in Secondary Social Sciences; History and Citizenship Geography** (120 cr.) – description, required course added, required credits increased, complementary list heading revised, complementary course deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. *Rationale*: Adding more Indigenous content to program. **ES Comments/Corrections**: Correct Complementary Courses credits – should read “45” not “46”;

**SCTP meeting date: January 5, 2017**
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions
Faculty of Education [continued]

B.Ed. in Secondary Social Sciences; History and Citizenship, Ethics and Religious Culture (120 cr.) – description, required course added, required credits increased, complementary list heading revised, complementary course deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. **Rationale:** Adding more Indigenous content to program. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Adjust “Secondary Social Science …” credits to read “51”

B.Ed. in Teaching English as a Second Language – TESL Elem&Secondary (120 cr.) – description, required course added, required credits increased, complementary course deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. **Rationale:** Adding more Indigenous content to program.

B.Ed. in Teaching English as a Second Language – TESL Elem&Secondary; Teaching Greek Language and Culture (120 cr.) – description, required course added, required credits increased, complementary course deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. **Rationale:** Adding more Indigenous content to program.

Concurrent B.Mus.; Major in Music Education/B.Ed. in Music Elementary and Secondary (137 cr.)—credit breakdown revised, required course added, required credits increased, how elective courses chosen revised, elective credits decreased. **Rationale:** Adding more Indigenous content to program. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** PENDING APPROVAL BY SCHULICH SCHOOL OF MUSIC. WITHDRAWN BY EDUCATION; Schulich School of Music had revisions to the proposal and will submit to ES in the near future.

B.Ed. in Kindergarten and Elementary Pédagogie de l’Immersion Française (120 cr.) – required course added, required credits increased, complementary list heading revised, complementary course deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. **Rationale:** Adding more Indigenous content to program.

B.Ed. in Kindergarten and Elementary Jewish Studies (120 cr.) – description, required course added, required credits increased, complementary list heading revised, complementary course deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. **Rationale:** Adding more Indigenous content to program.

B.Ed. in Kindergarten and Elementary Education (120 cr.) – description, required course added, required credits increased, complementary list heading revised, complementary course deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. **Rationale:** Adding more Indigenous content to program.

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies

M.A. in Islamic Studies (45 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised, language requirement text revised. **Rationale:** Updates to ensure new scholarly understanding of Islamic languages, and specific language courses indicated will not count towards the program’s credit weight. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Move last note that refers to permission to follow first note that refers to approval of the student’s supervisor; unless the “permission” note refers to the language courses, then it should be revised to specify “With permission … up to 6 credits of language courses from …”

M.A. in Islamic Studies; Gender and Women’s Studies (45 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised, language requirement text revised. **Rationale:** Updates to ensure new scholarly understanding of Islamic languages, and specific language courses indicated will not count towards the program’s credit weight.

Ph.D. in Islamic Studies (0 cr.) – a required course added, required credits increased, complementary course deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, language requirement text revised. **Rationale:** Updates to ensure new scholarly understanding of Islamic languages, and a recommended complementary course now becomes required.

Ph.D. in Islamic Studies; Gender and Women’s Studies (0 cr.) – a required course added, required credits increased, complementary course deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, language requirement text revised. **Rationale:** Updates to ensure new scholarly understanding of Islamic languages, and a recommended complementary course now becomes required. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Correct required credits in proposed column – should read “9” not “6”

Ph.D. in Sociology (0 cr.) – complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. **Rationale:** To aid student research, increase access to relevant literature, and prepare students to teach methods courses. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Correct typo in course title for added course SOCI 501.
SECTIONS A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies [continued]

M.A. in Education and Society; Non-Thesis (45 cr.) – description, title changed for a required course, a required course added, required credits increased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, complementary credits decreased, how elective courses chosen revised. Rationale: Increase in project credits will allow students to be eligible for funding, and added courses provide more quality opportunities for students to fulfill requirements.

M.A. in Education and Society; Non-Thesis – Gender and Women’s Studies (45 cr.) – description, title changed for a required course, a required course added, required credits increased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, complementary credits decreased, how elective courses chosen revised. Rationale: Increase in project credits will allow students to be eligible for funding, and added courses provide more quality opportunities for students to fulfill requirements. ES Comments/Corrections: Should revised description read as follows: “The … The projects must…”

M.A. in Teaching and Learning; Non-Thesis – English or French Second Language (60 cr.) – description, program note added, required courses deleted, required courses added, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Updates to program in response to concerns voiced by instructors and students.

M.A. in Teaching and Learning; Non-Thesis – English Language Arts (60 cr.) – description, program note added, required courses deleted, required courses added, required credits increased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased, elective-course section deleted and their credits decreased. Rationale: Updates to program in response to concerns voiced by instructors and students.

M.A. in Teaching and Learning; Non-Thesis – Mathematics (60 cr.) – description, program note added, required courses deleted, required courses added, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits increased, elective-course section deleted and their credits decreased. Rationale: Updates to program in response to concerns voiced by instructors and students.

M.A. in Teaching and Learning; Non-Thesis – Social Sciences (60 cr.) – description, program note added, required courses deleted, required courses added, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits increased, elective-course section deleted and their credits decreased. Rationale: Updates to program in response to concerns voiced by instructors and students. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Correct the required credits in both existing and proposed columns to read “54”.

M.Sc. in Epidemiology (48 cr.) – a required course deleted, required credits decreased, complementary credits increased, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Content of course removed incorporated into another required course.

M.Sc. in Epidemiology; Non-Thesis - Pharmacoepidemiology (48 cr.) – required courses deleted, a required course added. Rationale: Updates to courses.

M.Sc. in Public Health; Non-Thesis (60 cr.) – credit weight decreased for a required course, credit weight increased for some required courses, a required course deleted, required credits decreased, elective credits increased, how elective courses chosen revised. Rationale: Updates to courses.

M.Sc. in Public Health; Non-Thesis – Global Health (60 cr.) – credit weight decreased for a required course, credit weight increased for some required courses, a required course deleted, required credits decreased, complementary credits increased, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Updates to courses.

M.Sc. in Public Health; Non-Thesis – Population Dynamics (60 cr.) – credit weight decreased for a required course, credit weight increased for some required courses, a required course deleted, required credits decreased, complementary credits increased, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Updates to courses.

D.Mus. in Music; Performance Studies (60 cr.) – credit weight decreased for a required course, required course added, required credits increased. Rationale: Updates to courses. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Correct new course number to read “MUGS 710”.

D.Mus. in Music; Performance Studies (0 cr.) – credit weight decreased for a required course, required course added, required credits increased. Rationale: Updates to courses.
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies [continued]

Ph.D. in Music (Composition, Music Education, Musicology, Music Technology, Sound Recording, Theory) (0 cr.) – description, language requirements. Rationale: Changes reflect trends in musicological training at other institutions.

Faculty of Medicine

B.Sc.(Nursing) (103 cr.) – program credit weight decreased, how courses chosen in specific terms deleted, title revised for some required courses, credit weight revised for some required courses, required courses deleted, required courses added, required credits decreased, complementary credits decreased, how elective credits chosen revised, elective credits increased. Rationale: Updates to courses, and results from a program evaluation process. ES Comments/Corrections: Should the program credit weight under U0 Required Courses in proposed column read “136-137” instead of “139-140”? Correct course titles for courses NUR1 209, NUR1 210, NUR1 300, NUR1 301; revise Complementary Courses sentence to read “5 credits from the …” Was Physiology’s concerns addressed in the final version of NUR1 209 and NUR1 210?

Retirements

Faculty of Arts

B.A. Concentration mineure en langue and littérature françaises - langue française et traduction (18 cr.). Rationale: Recommendation by the Faculty to reduce number of programs offered.

School of Continuing Studies

Certificate in Finance (30 cr.). Rationale: No longer offered.

Diploma in Finance (30 cr.). Rationale: No longer offered.

Certificate in Aboriginal Education for Certified Teachers (30 cr.). Rationale: This program has been replaced by a graduate certificate.

Certificate in Aboriginal Literacy Education (30 cr.). Rationale: Program title changed and the original needs to be retired.

Certificate in Middle School Education in Aboriginal Communities (30 cr.). Rationale: Program title changed and the original needs to be retired.

SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New

Faculty of Arts

RUSS 213 Introduction to Soviet Film (3 cr.) [PRN 11015]. Affected programs indicated; ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations not needed – sufficient space to spell out all words; if the Department agrees with the consultation, indicate the Minor Concentration in World Cinema in the affected programs box; RUSS 381 Russia’s Utopia Complex (3 cr.) [PRN 11370]. Affected programs indicated; ES Comments/Corrections: Proposed prerequisite cannot be built in Banner as such and, therefore, Web blocking should be indicated as “No”; revise effective date to “201709”;

EAST 250 Intro to Asian Media Studies (3 cr.) [PRN 11701]. Affected programs indicated;

EAST 372 Topics in Television: Asia (3 cr.) [PRN 11705]. Affected programs indicated;

EAST 377 Topics: Transnat Cinema Asia (3 cr.) [PRN 11704]. Affected programs indicated;

EAST 389 Global SF Cinema & Media Asia (3 cr.) [PRN 11703]. Affected programs indicated; ES Comments/Corrections: Spell out “SF” in Calendar title – this title should avoid abbreviations unless it has reached the 59-character maximum;

EAST 477 Media and Environment in Asia (3 cr.) [PRN 11707]. Affected programs indicated; SCTP Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations not needed – sufficient space to spell out all words;

EAST 505 Advanced Topics:Korean Studies (3 cr.) [PRN 11869]. Affected programs indicated; ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations revised; should this topics course have slot status?

EAST 525 Critical Area Studies in Asia (3 cr.) [PRN 11708]. Affected programs indicated;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
Faculty of Arts [continued]
EAST 527 Culture and Capital in Asia (3 cr.) [PRN 11717]. Affected programs indicated;
HIST 275 Ancient Roman History (3 cr.) [PRN 11616]. Affected programs indicated;
HIST 634 Topics in Indigenous History (3 cr.) [PRN 11700]. Affected program indicated;
SOCI 503 Surveillance in Modern Society (3 cr.) [PRN 11688].

School of Continuing Studies
CCPA 601 CPA Foundations 1 (6 cr.). SCTP Comments/Corrections: New subject code needs to be defined in the rationale; ES Comments/Corrections: Restriction revised to correct new Graduate Certificate title; NOTE TO CSO: PENDING APPROVAL OF ADDITIONAL FEE BY FAC

New subject code; PENDING APPROVAL OF ADDITIONAL FEE BY FAC
CCPA 602 CPA Foundations 2 (6 cr.). ES Comments/Corrections: Restriction revised to correct new Graduate Certificate title; PENDING APPROVAL OF ADDITIONAL FEE BY FAC
CCPA 621 Taxation (3 cr.); ES Comments/Corrections: Restriction revised to correct new Graduate Certificate title; PENDING APPROVAL OF ADDITIONAL FEE BY FAC
CCPA 622 Performance Management (3 cr.); ES Comments/Corrections: Restriction revised to correct new Graduate Certificate title; PENDING APPROVAL OF ADDITIONAL FEE BY FAC
CCPA 623 Assurance (3 cr.); ES Comments/Corrections: Restriction revised to correct new Graduate Certificate title; PENDING APPROVAL OF ADDITIONAL FEE BY FAC
CCPA 624 Finance for CPAs (3 cr.); ES Comments/Corrections: Restriction revised to correct new Graduate Certificate title; PENDING APPROVAL OF ADDITIONAL FEE BY FAC
CCPA 631 Case-Writing & Commun for CPAs (3 cr.); ES Comments/Corrections: Restriction revised to correct new Graduate Certificate title; PENDING APPROVAL OF ADDITIONAL FEE BY FAC
CCPA 641 Capstone 1 Seminar (3 cr.); ES Comments/Corrections: Restriction revised to correct new Graduate Certificate title; PENDING APPROVAL OF ADDITIONAL FEE BY FAC
CCPA 642 Capstone 2 Exam Preparation (0 cr.); ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations revised; restriction revised to correct new Graduate Certificate title; PENDING APPROVAL OF ADDITIONAL FEE BY FAC

Faculty of Education
EDTL 640 Teacher Inq & Action Research (3 cr.) [PRN 11561]. Affected programs revised;
EDEC 648 Hist Knowledge & Social Change (3 cr.) [PRN 11562]. Affected programs revised; ES Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “This course … the quality of a common …”; EDIN 610 Internship 1 (7 cr.) [PRN 11569]. Affected programs revised; ES Comments/Corrections: Delete second sentence from description and move it to supplementary info – revise it to read “Students … failure in a course …”; delete last sentence from description and move it to restriction;
EDIN 620 Internship 2 (8 cr.) [PRN 11570]. Affected programs revised; ES Comments/Corrections: Delete second sentence from description and move it to supplementary info – revise it to read “Students … failure in a course …”; delete last sentence from description and move it to restriction;
EDPS 610 Professional Seminar 1 (2 cr.) [PRN 11575]. Affected programs revised; ES Comments/Corrections: Delete sixth sentence from description and move it to supplementary info – revise it to read “Normally … failure in a course …”; delete last sentence from description and move it to restriction;
EDPS 620 Professional Seminar 2 (1 cr.) [PRN 11576]. Affected programs revised; ES Comments/Corrections: Delete sixth sentence from description and move it to supplementary info – revise it to read “Students … failure in a course …”; delete last sentence from description and move it to restriction.

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies
QLSC 600D1/D2 Foundations of Quant Life Sci (6 cr.). ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations revised; delete course titles from prerequisites; revise restriction to indicate “… ad hoc Quantitative …”;
QLSC 701 Ph.D. Comprehensive Exam (0 cr.). ES Comments/Corrections: Revise restriction to indicate “… ad hoc Quantitative Life Sciences…”
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New [continued]

Faculty of Medicine
EPIB 629 Knowledge Synthesis (3 cr.) [PRN 11891]. ES Comments/Corrections: Should this course have the following restriction: “Not open to students who have taken [topics course number] when topic was ‘Knowledge Synthesis’”?
NUR 209 Pathophysiology for Nursing 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 11743]. Affected program revised;
NUR 210 Pathophysiology for Nursing 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 11744]. Affected program revised;
NUR 224 Ind&Fam Dev Across Lifespan 1 (4 cr.) [PRN 11750]. Affected program revised; ES Comments/Corrections: Title revised to make abbreviations more comprehensible;
NUR 225 Ind&Fam Dev Across Lifespan 2 (4 cr.) [PRN 11753]. Affected program revised; ES Comments/Corrections: Title revised to make abbreviations more comprehensible;
NUR 230 Supporting Hlth&Healing Capac1 (1 cr.) [PRN 11752]. Affected program revised; ES Comments/Corrections: Spaces added in title;
NUR 231 Supporting Hlth&Healing Capac2 (1 cr.) [PRN 11755]. Affected program revised; ES Comments/Corrections: Spaces added in title;
NUR 236 Health & Physical Assess/Anat2 (3 cr.) [PRN 11754]. Affected program revised;
NUR 300 Pharmacology for Nursing 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 11745]. Affected program revised;
NUR 301 Pharmacology for Nursing 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 11746]. Affected program revised;
NUR 325 Acute,Chron&Pall Hlth Chall 1 (4 cr.) [PRN 11761]. Affected program revised;
NUR 326 Acute,Chron&Pall Hlth Chall 2 (4 cr.) [PRN 11775]. Affected program revised;
NUR 329 Skin Integrity and Wound Care (3 cr.) [PRN 11760]. Affected program revised; SCTP Comments/Corrections: Replace “&” with “and” in title, as there is sufficient space;
NUR 423 Leading Change:Policy&Practice (4 cr.) [PRN 11778]. Affected program revised; SCTP Comments/Corrections: Replace “&” with “and” in Calendar title, as it should not contain abbreviations if there is sufficient space;
NUR 529 Critical Care Nursing (4 cr.) [PRN 11781]. Affected program revised;
NUR 531 Ambassador Nurs Pract Consol (5 cr.) [PRN 11783]. Affected program revised; ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised.

Schulich School of Music
MUGS 710D1/D2 Perf. Doctoral Colloquium (3 cr.) [PRN 11393]. Affected program revised.

Revisions
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences

Faculty of Arts
ITAL 307 Topics in Italian Culture (3 cr.) [PRN 11192] – description, prerequisites, supplementary info; SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate revised prerequisites as “None”;
RELG 253 Religions of East Asia (3 cr.) [PRN 11865] – description;
RELG 554 Religions of South Asia (3 cr.) [PRN 11714] – schedule type/course activity, title, description, prerequisites;
HIST 406 Topics: Russian History (3 cr.) [PRN 11772] – title, description, slot status;
HIST 631 Seminar in U.S. History (3 cr.) [PRN 11709] – term [create single], credit weight, title, description, restriction, supplementary info; SCTP Comments/Corrections: Title revised, as proposed was already in use for HIST 431;
PHIL 624 Seminar: Hist & Phil of Science (3 cr.) – retired course [PHIL 524] to be reinstated, number, description, O – Admin.Fac.;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Arts [continued]
PHIL 635 Seminar: History of Ethics (3 cr.) – retired course [PHIL 535] to be reinstated, number, description, O – Admin Fac.; ES Comments/Corrections: Should this seminar course have slots status?
ANTH 380 Special Topic 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 11503] – prerequisites, supplementary info;
ANTH 381 Special Topic 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 11504] – prerequisites, supplementary info;
ANTH 480 Special Topic 5 (3 cr.) [PRN 11506] – supplementary info; ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate revised supplementary info as “None”;
ANTH 481 Special Topic 6 (3 cr.) [PRN 11507] – supplementary info; ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate revised supplementary info as “None”;

Faculty of Education
EDPS 600 Intro. Professional Seminar (3 cr.) [PRN 11574] – credit weight;
EDEC 233 Indigenous Education (3 cr.) [PRN 11770] – title, description, restriction;
EDEC 603 Extended Individ. Reading Crse (6 cr.) [PRN 11656] – title, description; ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations revised;
EDEC 616 Individual Reading Course (3 cr.) [PRN 11657] – title.

Faculty of Medicine
NUR1 222 Strengths-Based Nurs&Prof Prac (3 cr.) [PRN 11748] – credit weight, title, description, corequisites, restriction, additional charge; ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised;
NUR1 233 Promoting Young Family Dvlpmnt (2 cr.) [PRN 11773] – credit weight, schedule types/course activities, prerequisites, corequisites;
NUR1 234 Nursing Older Adults (2 cr.) [PRN 11747] – credit weight, schedule types/course activities, title, prerequisites, corequisites;
NUR1 235 Health & Physical Assess/Anat1 (3 cr.) [PRN 11751] – credit weight, schedule types/course activities, title, description, prerequisites, corequisites;
NUR1 311 Infection Prevention & Control (3 cr.) [PRN 11756] – prerequisites, corequisites;
NUR1 323 Illness Management 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 11759] – prerequisites, corequisites;
NUR1 324 Illness Management 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 11774] – prerequisites, corequisites, supplementary info;
NUR1 331 Nursing in Illness 1 (4 cr.) [PRN 11757] – schedule types/course activities, prerequisites, corequisites, additional charge - removed;
NUR1 332 Nursing in Illness 2 (4 cr.) [PRN 11762] – schedule types/course activities, prerequisites, corequisites, additional charge - removed;
NUR1 333 Nursing in Illness 3 (3 cr.) [PRN 11777] – credit weight, prerequisites;
NUR1 335 Illness Mgmt Clin Skills Lab 1 (1 cr.) [PRN 11758] – description, prerequisites, corequisites;
NUR1 336 Illness Mgmt Clin Skills Lab 2 (1 cr.) [PRN 11763] – description, prerequisites, corequisites;
NUR1 424 Legal, Ethical & Prof Prac Issues (4 cr.) [PRN 11780] – credit weight, schedule types/course activities, title, description, prerequisites;
NUR1 431 Community Health Nsg Practicum (3 cr.) [PRN 11776] – credit weight, prerequisites, corequisites;
NUR1 432 Community Health Nsg Project (3 cr.) [PRN 11779] – credit weight, prerequisites, corequisites;
NUR1 530 Nursing Practice Consolidation (5 cr.) [PRN 11782] – schedule types/course activities, title, prerequisites;
PPHS 602 Foundations of Population Hlth (3 cr.) [PRN 11689] – consolidation [with EPIB 614], credit weight, additional charge - removed; ES Comments/Corrections: Add EPIB 602 to restriction and indicate revised supplementary info to read “None”;
PPHS 630, 630D1/D2 MScPH Practicum/Project (9 cr.) [PRN 11658] – credit weight, supplementary info;
PPHS 631D1/D2 MScPH Forum 2 (4 cr.) [PRN 11659] – credit weight, supplementary info.
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions [continued]

Schulich School of Music

MUIN 250 LMus Practical Instruction 1 (6 cr.) [PRN 11908] – credit weight, supplementary info; ES
Comments/Corrections: Indicate revised supplementary info as “None”;
MUIN 251 LMus Practical Instruction 2 (6 cr.) [PRN 11909] – credit weight, supplementary info; ES
Comments/Corrections: Indicate revised supplementary info as “None”;
MUIN 252 LMus. Performance 1 Exam (4 cr.) [PRN 11910] – credit weight;
MUIN 280 BMus Practical Lessons 3 (2.5 cr.) [PRN 11897] – credit weight, prerequisites;
MUIN 281 BMus Practical Lessons 4 (2.5 cr.) [PRN 11899] – credit weight;
MUIN 282 BMus Performance Exam 1 (1 cr.) [PRN 11900] – credit weight;
MUIN 283 BMus Concentration Final Exam (1 cr.) [PRN 11901] – credit weight;
MUIN 350 LMus Practical Instruction 3 (6 cr.) [PRN 11911] – credit weight, supplementary info; ES
Comments/Corrections: Indicate revised supplementary info as “None”;
MUIN 351 L.Mus. Practical Instruction 4 (6 cr.) [PRN 11912] – credit weight, supplementary info; ES
Comments/Corrections: Indicate revised supplementary info as “None”;
MUIN 352 L.Mus. Performance 2 Exam (4 cr.) [PRN 11913] – credit weight, prerequisites;
MUIN 380 BMus Practical Lessons 5 (2.5 cr.) [PRN 11902] – credit weight;
MUIN 381 BMus Practical Lessons 6 (2.5 cr.) [PRN 11903] – credit weight;
MUIN 382 BMus Performance Exam 2 (1 cr.) [PRN 11904] – credit weight, prerequisites;
MUIN 450 LMus Practical Instruction 5 (4 cr.) [PRN 11914] – credit weight, supplementary info; ES
Comments/Corrections: Indicate revised supplementary info as “None”;
MUIN 451 L.Mus. Practical Instruction 6 (4 cr.) [PRN 11915] – credit weight, supplementary info; ES
Comments/Corrections: Indicate revised supplementary info as “None”;
MUIN 452 L.Mus. Performance 3 Exam (8 cr.) [PRN 11916] – credit weight, prerequisites; ES Comments/Corrections: Include the request to create a spanned version of this course in the rationale and explain why it is needed; why is there such a large shift in credits for this course when the other exam courses increased only slightly?
MUIN 480 BMus Practical Lessons 7 (2 cr.) [PRN 11905] – credit weight;
MUIN 481 BMus Practical Lessons 8 (2 cr.) [PRN 11906] – credit weight;
MUIN 482 BMus Performance Exam 3 (2 cr.) [PRN 11907] – credit weight, prerequisites;
MUPG 608 Orchestral Repertoire Exam 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 11787] – supplementary info;
MUPG 609, 609D1/D2 Orchestral Repertoire Exam 2 (6 cr.) [PRN 11788] – supplementary info;
MUPG 610, 610D1/D2 Orchestral Repertoire Exam 3 (9 cr.) [PRN 11789] – supplementary info;
MUPG 770 Doc. Lecture-Recital Project (9 cr.) [PRN 11394] – credit weight.

Retirements

Faculty of Arts
HIST 631D1/D2 Topics: U.S. Social History (6 cr.) [PRN 11709]. See proposal for HIST 631. NOTE CSO: Spanned version only to be retired;

Faculty of Medicine
NUR1 220 Therapeutic Relationships (3 cr.) [PRN 11749]. Affected program revised;
NUR1 221 Families & Health Behaviour (3 cr.) [PRN 11784]. Affected program revised;
NUR1 223 Development Over the Lifespan (3 cr.) [PRN 11804]. Affected program revised;
EPIB 614 Basics of Measurement in Epi (1 cr.) [PRN 11689]. See proposal for PPHS 602.

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP